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Abstract. The importance of leads, sea ice motion, and frazil ice on the wintertime ocean 
boundary layer was examined by using a large-eddy simulation turbulence model coupled to a 
thermodynamic slab ice model. Coupling was achieved through exchange coefficients that 
accounted for the differing diffusion rates of heat and salinity. Frazil ice concentrations were 
modeled by using an ice crystal parameterization with constant crystal size and shape. 
Stationary ice without leads produced cellular structures similar to atmospheric convection 
without winds. Ice motion caused this pattern to break down into a series of streaks aligned 
with the flow. Eddy fluxes were strongly affected by ice motion with relatively larger 
entrainment fluxes at the mixed layer base under moving ice, whereas stationary ice produced 
larger fluxes near the top of the boundary layer. Opening of leads caused significant changes in 
the turbulent structure of the boundary layer. Leads in stationary ice produced concentrated 
plumes of higher-salinity water beneath the lead. Ice motion caused the lead convection to 
follow preexisting convective rolls, enhancing the roll circulation salinity and vertical velocity 
under the lead. Comparison of model time series data with observations from the Arctic Leads 
Experiment showed general agreement for both pack ice and lead conditions. Simulated heat 
flux carried by frazil ice had a prominent role in the upper boundary layer, suggesting that 
frazil ice is important in the heat budget of ice-covered oceans. 

1. Introduction 

Climate studies consistently point out the importance of 
polar sea ice as a component in the global heat budget. 
Major factors that govern ice properties include dynamic pro- 
cesses, which distort the ice causing cracks or leads, and 
thermodynamic processes, which control freezing and thaw- 
ing of the ice pack. Because of these processes, significant 
changes in the heat, salinity, and momentum content of the 
ocean boundary layer (OBL) are produced as water is 
exposed in leads or insulated beneath multiyear ice. During 
the winter, leads are a main conduit for ocean heat loss via 
radiative, latent and sensible heat fluxes. In the summer, the 
low albedo of leads allows for significant solar energy flux 
into the OBL, which forces ice melting at the lead edge and 
beneath the ice pack. A key parameter in these processes is 
the turbulent heat transfer between the ice and OBL. This 

transfer has a dominant role in controlling the sea ice mass 
budget. 

The present study examines how turbulence interacts with 
ice processes and upper ocean fluxes in the polar ocean. 
Using a large-eddy simulation (LES) turbulence model cou- 
pled with a thermodynamic sea ice model, we focus on freez- 
ing conditions under pack ice and leads. Our work is 
motivated by recent turbulence measurements beneath sea ice 
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and freezing leads [McPhee 1992; McPhee and Stanton, 
1996, hereinafter MS; Morison and McPhee, 1998] that have 
provided a view of the turbulence structure and fluxes in the 
OBL. By using these observations along with high-resolution 
model results, we present a detailed picture of turbulence 
under leads and sea ice with varying ice velocity. 

A schematic showing the dominant fluxes that control the 
ice, heat, and salinity budgets of the upper polar ocean is pre- 
sented in Figure 1. The most significant drivers of the system 
are the surface heat and momentum fluxes. Open water in 
leads and areas of thin ice have the highest upward heat 
fluxes, which are forced by extremely cold Arctic air masses 
that are common over the pack ice in winter. These fluxes are 
compounded by increased longwave radiation flux generated 
by the relatively warm seawater exposed in the lead. In com- 
parison, heat transfer through thick ice is greatly limited by 
the insulating properties of the ice and overlying snow cover, 
which cause relatively low surface temperatures and small 
values for the latent and sensible heat flux. Because of these 

factors, fluxes at leads constitute about 1/3 of the total surface 

heat flux of the Arctic ocean, even though their surface cover- 
age is limited to only a few percent of the ocean [Maykut, 
1978]. 

When the motion of sea ice relative to the OBL is small, 
turbulence beneath leads is forced mainly by convection pro- 
duced by brine rejection during freezing. Depending on lead 
size and cooling rates, convection can cause coherent circula- 
tions that are linked with the lead geometry, and can transport 
water directly to the mixed layer base over limited areas 
[Morison et al., 1992; Morison and McPhee, 1998]. Leads 
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Figure 1. Schematic of the fluxes affecting (a) the ice-cov- 
ered ocean mixed layer and (b) the ice model. Symbols are 
defined in the text. 

Accurate representation of leads in climate models 
requires an understanding of how fluxes are distributed later- 
ally beneath leads and sea ice. For example, can leads be 
parameterized by a mean flux, or do turbulent processes 
beneath leads require a more sophisticated approach? Critical 
parameters that control mixing beneath leads are the ice 
motion and the surface heat flux. Recent measurements by 
Morison and McPhee [1998] and MS demonstrate that the 
motion of the ice can cause significant variations in the con- 
vective circulation beneath the lead and in the salinity flux at 
the downstream edge of the lead. Two-dimensional turbu- 
lence closure modeling studies of mixing processes under 
leads support these results, showing episodic plume events 
downstream from the lead in cases with ice motion [Kantha, 
1995; Smith and Morison, 1993, 1998]. While these results 
are encouraging, they provide only a small sample of the con- 
ditions that force turbulence beneath Arctic leads and are 

unable to yield a detailed three-dimensional analysis of the 
turbulent processes that occur beneath and downstream from 
leads. 

To extend these results, our approach is to apply a three- 
dimensional LES model to the problem of convection 
beneath leads and sea ice. The LES model is coupled with a 
detailed ice model so that interactions between upper ocean 
turbulence and sea ice can be directly examined. Our goal is 
to examine the boundary layer structure created beneath sea 
ice and leads and determine how ice processes affect turbu- 
lence and turbulent fluxes in the under-ice OBL. Using the 
LE,S technique, we are able to examine the OBL under slab 
ice at near-equilibrium conditions. This is not the case with 
leads, where we can only examine the short-term influence of 
the lead circulation because of the closed periodic boundaries 
inherent with LES models. 

The paper is organized as follows. A description of the 
coupled LES-ice model is presented in section 2 along with 
the experimental design in section 3. Two main experiments 
are performed by using the model: pack ice and a lead with 
ice motion. The objective in performing these experiments is 
to better understand the basic structure and influence of tur- 

bulent processes active under sea ice and leads. Key pro- 
cesses that are examined include mixing produced by 
roughness on the ice pack base, frazil ice, the role of salt flux 
from ice formation in both leads and under pack ice, and 
entrainment across the halocline at the mixed layer bottom. 
Results from these experiments are presented in section 4 
including comparisons with flux measurements taken as part 
of the Arctic Leads Experiment (LEADEX) in spring 1992. 
The conclusions of the paper are presented in section 5. 

may also cause enhanced upper ocean mixing because of dif- 2. LES-Ice Model 
ferential momentum flux created as winds impart momentum 
to the exposed sea surface in the lead and, for larger leads, Most existing ice models focus on the prediction of long- 
because of Langmuir circulations generated by wave-current term ice behavior appropriate for climate simulation models. 
interactions. In contrast to the unique turbulence signature of Emphasis has been placed on accurate prediction of ice pro- 
leads, mixing beneath pack ice is more like an aerodynami- 
cally rough wall layer flow. Features in the ice, such as com- 
pression ridges, create a turbulent boundary layer that is 
dependent on the roughness of the ice, ocean current veloci- 
ties, and the motion of the ice surface. Fluxes of heat and 
salinity beneath pack ice are much less than the correspond- 
ing fluxes under leads because of the reduced surface heat 
flux and corresponding ice bottom freezing rate and do not 
typically influence turbulence as much as the bottom rough- 
ness [McPhee, 1992; MS]. 

cesses having timescales ranging from days to seasons. As a 
result, ice processes having very short timescales and spatial 
scales are usually parameterized. These models include pro- 
cesses, such as heat diffusion through thick ice, that are very 
slow in comparison with the timescales simulated by using 
LES (typically 0.5-1 day). One exception is the coupled ice/ 
LES model presented by Kiimpf and Backhaus [1999] and 
Backhaus and Kiimpf [1999], which focuses on sea ice in 
open ocean conditions over scales considerably larger than 
the current application. 
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Because of the limitations of existing models, we decided 
to build a new ice model based on features from the model of 

Cox and Weeks [ 1988] and Maykut [ 1978] with parameteriza- 
tions of ice-water interfaces [McPhee et al., 1987] and frazil 
ice production [Ornstedt and $vensson, 1984; Jenkins and 
Bornbosch, 1995]. Our goal was to produce an ice model that 
would accurately predict fluxes of heat and salt between the 
ocean and ice during either freezing or thawing conditions 
with an existing ice pack and new ice in leads. 

Coupling of the LES model with the slab and frazil ice 
model is accomplished by the addition of ice-related flux 
terms to the LES equations. Scalar quantities in the LES were 
modeled by using 

Oq• _ Oq• 
•}G -- --Uigx i •X-• '(uittq)) + G, 

Oq• 

where q• is temperature T or salinity $; x i are the Cartesian 
coordinates with i = 1 and 2 denoting the horizontal x and y 
axis, respectively, and 3 denoting the vertical z axis; u i are the 
Cartesian velocity components; t is time; double primes 
denote subgrid scale quantities that are not explicitly resolved 
in the flow field; K h is the scalar eddy diffusivity calculated 
from the subgrid scale parameterization; and G• represents 
fluxes from frazil ice processes. At the top model grid point 
adjacent to the ice, the subgrid scale scalar flux, (ui"•), is 
replaced by the ice bottom temperature and salinity fluxes, 
FT, s, calculated by using the ice model described below. 

The equations of motion in the LES model are modified to 
include the effect of surface ice slab movement and the pres- 
ence of frazil ice in the water column, 

Oui Oui 
i)t Ox• (u ,u j> - •x i + eijkujf k, 

a,gE+ c(Pø-P')I + •a ': - • u i (2) 
Po 

where 

•= P+ 
po 5 q; 

p' and Po represent the density perturbation from the initial 
state and the initial state domain averaged density, 
respectively; Pi is the density of ice; C is the concentration of 
frazil ice; f• represents the components of the Coriolis te•; g 
is gravity; P is the pressure; • is a filter factor (applied eve• 
20th time step to remove horizontal 2• noise); K m is the 
subgrid scale eddy viscosity; and q represents subgrid Scale 
turbulence kinetic energy (which is combined with pressure 
and is not explicitly calculated). Frazil ice affects the 
buoyancy of the water colurn in the fifth te• of the 
equation. A sugary of the LES and ice model constants is 
presented in Table 1. For a more detailed description of the 
LES model, we refer the reader to Skyllingstad et al. [1999] 
and Denbo and Skyllingstad [1996]. 

The effects of sea ice roughness on the ocean cu•ent struc- 
ture are parameterized by substituting the under-ice subgrid 

scale momentum flux at the model top. We apply a Monin- 
Obukhov similarity profile in estimating the under-ice 
momentum flux: 

( I, litt l,13 tt) '- CDAl, li , (3) 

where 

Co = ln(•/Zo) ' 
Art i = ttice - tti(Zl), •SZ = 1/2Az, Az is the grid spacing, • is von 
Kfi•fin's constant, Zo is the ice bottom aerodynamic 
roughness, and z• is the depth of the center of the grid box 
adjacent m the ice. By using (3), we are implicitly assuming a 
constant flux over the first grid box in contact with the ice 
bottom. For cases initialized with constant ice thickness and 

no leads, the bottom of the ice slab was assumed to be at the 
model top so that z• = 1/2• (at the first momentum grid 
point on the staggered •akawa C grid). This assumption is 
valid for short simulation periods when the ice growth is 
relatively minor in comparison with the grid spacing. Leads 
were geated in the same manner, basically placing the thin 
lead ice as an upper bound• condition and ignoring 
dynamic effects associated with the lead edge. 

The prima• surface fluxes simulated in the surface ice/ 
snow model are shown schematically in Figure lb. For the 
snow-covered ice surface, we follow Cox and Weeks [1988] 
and Maykut [1978] and calculate the surface temperature, T o, 
at each horizontal grid point location by solving an energy 
balance 

F r + F l - Fœ + F s + F e + F c = 0, (4) 

where 

F r incoming shortwave radiation; 
F l incoming longwave radiation; 
F E emitted longwave radiation; 
F s sensible heat flux; 
F e latent heat flux; 
F c conductive heat flux. 

All fluxes have units of watts per square meter. At the ice 
surface, we prescribe F r, F l, and F e. Emitted longwave 
radiation is defined by using the Stefan-Boltzman law, 

Fœ = •OT4o (5) 

where e is the emissivity of ice [Ebert and Curry, 1993] and 
o is the Stefan-Boltzman constant. Sensible heat flux is 

parameterized by using a bulk aerodynamic formula: 

Fs =PaC. C•V(T a- To), (6) 

where Pa is the density of air, Cp is the specific heat at 
constant pressure, C s is the sensible heat bulk transfer 
coefficient, V is the wind speed, and T a is the air temperature. 
The conductive heat flux is defined by assuming a linear 
temperature profile through the ice yielding 

kski 
F c = •(rw-ro), (7) 

hk•+Hk i 

where k i (W m -1 K -1) is the thermal conductivity of the ice 
[Maykut, 1978] defined as 
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Table 1. Model Constants 

Constant Value Unit 

numerical filter factor 0.5 

-2 
g gravity 9.81 m s 

Pi ice density 920 kg m -3 

•: yon Kfirmfin's constant 0.4 

Zo ice aerodynamic roughness length 0.03 m 

emissivity of ice 0.99 

• Stefan-Boltzman constant 5.67 x 10 -8 W m -2 K -1 

Pa 

k S 

density of air 1.4 kg m -3 

specific heat of water 4.217 x 10 3 J (kg øC)-I 

•T 

•S 

Nu 

k W 

sensible heat transfer coefficient 

thermal conductivity of snow cover 

L latent heat of fusion 

kinematic viscosity of seawater 

molecular thermal diffusivity of seawater 

molecular haline diffusivity of seawater 

Nusselt number 

frazil crystal thermal conductivity 

0.003 

0.31 W m -• K -• 

3.34 x 105 J kg -• 

1.4 x 10 -6 m 2 s -• 

1.4 x 10 -7 m 2 s -1 

7.4 x 10 -•ø m 2 s -• 

1.0 

0.564 W m-• øC- • 

Si 
k i = 2.03 + 0.117•o, 

S i is the ice salinity, k s is the thermal conductivity of snow 
cover, h is the ice thickness, H is the snow thickness, and T w 
is the temperature of the water at the ice-water interface 
[Maykut, 1978]. The experiments performed in this paper 
examined conditions with water near or at the seawater 

freezing point, therefore T w was prescribed to the freezing 
temperature, T w = -mSw, where rn = 0.054 [United Nations 
Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization, 1981], 
and S w is the salinity of the water vertically adjacent to the 
ice. Equations (4)-(7) were solved by using a Newton- 
Raphson technique to obtain T o, F s, F E, and F c. 

McPhee et al. [1987] developed a set of surface layer flux 
equations based on a steady state balance between ice melt- 
ing/freezing and diffusion of heat and salinity. We modified 
these equations in the present model to include the effects of 
ec, 

WiceQ L = (Woro) - F c (8) 

Wice(Sw-- S i) = (WoSo) , (9) 

where Wic e -- -pi/Po d represents the vertical velocity of the 
ice surface (negative with ice growth); (Woro) and (woSo) 
represent the heat and salinity flux into the ocean just beneath 
the ice, respectively; d is the ice growth rate; and 

QL = L/(CpPo), where L is the latent heat of fusion. 
Scaling (8) and (9) with the friction velocity u, = (Z/po) 
and integrating vertically yield 

T(z)-Tw 

(WiceQ L + F•.)/u, 
= •r (10) 

S(z)-Sw 
= •s, (11) 

Wice(Sw -- Si)/ll , 

where 'r is the stress imparted by the ice roughness (from (3)) 
and T(z) and S(z) are the temperature and salinity at the 
nearest model grid point in the vertical direction (located at 

Knowing u,, T(z), and S(z) and replacing T w with -rnS•,, 
(10)-(11) describe a quadratic equation for the solution of $w: 

_ dPrF_•__• _ mS i + S w mS2w + r(z) u, dP s J 

I •rFc •;sQ•S(z)l O, - T(z)S i- Si + - 
lt, 

(12) 

which can then be used to solve for the ice growth velocity 

Wic e = 
u,[S(z)-Sw] 
•s(Sw-S•) 

(13) 
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McPhee et al. [1987] point out the significant effect that 
molecular diffusion has in controlling sea ice melting rates. 
Because of these possible effects, we implemented the flux 
model described by McPhee et al. [1987]. Nondimensional 
functions, (I:) r and (I) S, were prescribed on the basis of the 
model of Yaglom and Kader [1974] as modified by McPhee 
et al. [1987] for the molecular transition sublayer 

1 2 

= + 
• v (14) 

(I)turb -' •ln 

where v is the molecular viscosity and Ctr, S are the molecular 
diffusivities of heat and salt, respectively. We follow Mellor 
et al. [1986] in calculating the heat and salinity flux from the 
ice interface model. Using this approach, fluxes for heat and 
salinity are defined: 

F T = F c + WiceQ L 

F s = -Wice(Si-S(z)). (15) 

As was shown by Mellor et al., the effects of advection 
produced by Wic e on the heat exchange are negligible in 
comparison with turbulent wall layer fluxes. 

Observed LEADEX upper ocean temperatures were rarely 
above freezing during the nighttime [see Levine et al., 1993] 
and as was shown by MS, turbulent heat fluxes at night were 
usually upward, implying that the seawater adjacent to the ice 
was supercooled. Supercooled water typically causes frazil 
ice to form, which releases latent heat, thereby reducing the 
level of supercooling. We found that applying (13)-(15) with- 
out accounting for frazil ice formation produced turbulent 
heat fluxes near the ice bottom that were much greater than 
those observed during LEADEX, indicating the need for a 
frazil ice parameterization. A modified version of the Omst- 
edt and Svensson [1984] (hereinafter OS) frazil ice model 
was employed for this purpose. The original OS model simu- 
lates the effects of frazil ice by assuming a concentration of 
spherical ice crystals having a constant, prescribed radius and 
rise velocity. Here we modify the OS model by assuming 
disc-shaped crystals and apply exchange coefficients as 
defined by Jenkins and Bombosch [1995]. This modification 
is more consistent with observed crystal shapes; however, as 
was pointed out by OS, frazil ice can take many forms rang- 
ing from hexagonal stars to flat discs. 

The modified OS model simulates the growth of frazil 
through a concentration equation based on the LES scalar 
equation presented in (1): 

3t OX i -- -•(tliC ) 4- •x•i K i)C• )-• h•ii) + 2Cq(RiLP i 

•x3(WrC), (16) 
where C is the frazil ice concentration, R i is the prescribed 
crystal radius, w r is the ice crystal rise velocity calculated by 
following Jenkins and Bombosch [1995•' and q is the source 
term for freezing and melting. The source term is defined as 

q = Nu kw• 
(Ti-T) 

d , 

where Nu is a Nusselt number; k w is the thermal conductivity 
of the ice crystals; T i is the ice temperature adjacent to the 
water, taken as the local freezing temperature of the seawater, 
Tf =-0.054S- 7.53 x 10-4z; T is the local seawater 
temperature; and d is the crystal disc thickness defined as 
0.01Ri. At the ice slab base, frazil ice is deposited according 
to the rise velocity flux, wrC. We assume that the subgrid 
scale flux of frazil ice is equivalent to other scalars, which is 
reasonable as long as the crystals do not overly affect the 
local subgrid turbulent velocity field. Freezing and melting of 
frazil ice affect the temperature and salinity of the water 
through 

GT = 2Cq , Gs = 2SCq 
RiPoCp RiLPo ' 

respectively. As a simplification, we ignore the influence of 
molecular processes on exchange rates between the crystals 
and surrounding water. 

Our choice of R i was determined through trial-and-error 
applications of the ice model using observed turbulent heat 
and salt fluxes as a basis for validation. Decreasing R i created 
greater production of frazil ice but reduced the deposition of 
frazil on the slab ice via w r because the rise velocity is pro- 
portional to R i [see Jenkins and Bombosch, 1995]. As a 
result, for small R i, frazil produced near the ice bottom 
melted within 2- to 3-m depth because of the pressure depen- 
dence of Tf (our initial temperature profile was assumed con- 
stant at the under-ice freezing temperature). Melting of frazil 
produced salt fluxes that were lower than the observations. In 
contrast, increasing R i reduced the production of frazil but 
increased the removal of frazil as w r increased. On the basis 
of these test cases, we found that R i = 0.001 m gave results 
consistent with the observed heat and salt flux behavior 

observed by MS. 
We want to emphasize that the frazil ice model employed 

in these experiments has not been validated against observa- 
tions of frazil ice. Many simplifications are contained in this 
model, such as uniform crystal size, shape, and growth rates. 
Because of these assumptions, adjustments in the crystal 
radius and rise velocity were necessary so that the modeled 
fluxes would match the observed turbulent fluxes. Clearly, a 
more complete frazil ice model would be preferred, for exam- 
ple, with ice crystal distributions and accurate exchange 
rates. However, observations of crystal size and shape distri- 
butions are needed before such a model can be developed. It 
is also possible that unforeseen ice processes (e.g., slushy 
ice) at the ice slab base alter the exchange coefficients defined 
in (14), thereby preventing supercooling and frazil formation. 

Growth and advection of the ice slab were predicted by 
using the ice growth and rise velocity and prescribed ice 
advective velocity field, Uiceand Vice: 

3h Oh Oh Po 

3t -- --Uice•-• -- Vice•y- •//Wice 4- WrC' (17) 
Throughout our simulations, Uic e was held constant and Vic e 
was set to zero. Leads were initialized with an existing ice 
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Figure 2. Initial potential temperature and salinity profiles representing conditions during LEADEX. 

cover of 0.08 m, to avoid short-term processes involving the 
transport and rafting of grease ice across the lead. 

3. Experimental Design 

The main focus of the LES experiments was to quantify 
the influence of ice motion, brine rejection, and frazil ice on 
the upper ocean mixed layer. Initial conditions were pre- 
scribed by using an idealized neutral boundary layer profile 
representative of conditions measured during LEADEX (Fig- 
ure 2). Initial ice thickness was set to 1 m with a snow depth 
of 0.25 m for pack ice; leads were initially assumed to have 
ice coverage of 0.08 m without snow cover. Other external 
forcing parameters were set as follows: F s = 0 W m -2, F e = 

2 2 o 1 
100 W m-,F l = 80 W m- , T a = -25 C, and V= 7.4 m s- 

a wind stress of-0.1 N m- ) representing conditions (giving 2 
for midwinter at the LEADEX location. Ice salt content, S i, 
was set to 4 practical salinity units (psu) for pack ice and 16 
psu for thin lead ice, reflecting observations of ice salinity 
during rapid freezing [Eicken et al., 1998]. Pack ice experi- 
ments without leads were performed by using a domain size 
of 192 m x 192 m in the horizontal and 48 m in the vertical 

with a grid spacing of 0.75 m (256 x 256 x 64 grid points). 
For cases with leads, a domain size of 720 m x 720 m in the 
horizontal and 48 m in the vertical was chosen with a grid 
spacing of 1.5 m (480 x 480 x 32 grid points). A small (10%) 
random variability was added to the ice stress and salinity 
flux during the initial simulated hour to promote the forma- 
tion of turbulent eddies. Simulations without leads were per- 
formed for 12 hours, which is •-6 large-eddy turnover times, 
to allow for the development of a near steady state boundary 
layer turbulent structure. Simulations with leads were run for 
10 hours before initializing the lead. 

Periodic lateral boundary conditions were applied with an 
open radiative boundary condition from Klemp and Durran 
[1983] at the model base. LES models almost always employ 
periodic horizontal boundaries to avoid having to define 
three-dimensional turbulence velocity and scalar fields out- 
side of the model domain. Higher-order closure models such 
as those used by Kantha [1995] or Mellor et al. [1986] do not 

have this restriction because turbulence is completely param- 
eterized and is not resolved as it is in LES. For boundary lay- 
ers with homogeneous forcing (for example, a uniform ice 
field), periodic boundaries do not pose a significant problem. 
However, with leads, circulations set up by the lead surface 
forcing will cause changes in the boundary layer structure 
that can ultimately affect the turbulence signature produced 
by the lead. To avoid this interaction, the duration of lead 
simulations was limited so that the lead did not significantly 
change the overall boundary layer structure. The use of 
period boundaries imposes a significant constraint on the 
length of lead simulations, limiting our investigation to a few 
hours following the initial lead opening. We cannot realisti- 
cally examine the long time period response of the OBL to 
leads by using the LES method, except for cases with lead 
coverage equivalent to the experimental setup (-21%), which 
is considerably higher than observed wintertime lead cover- 
age (-5%) during storms. Instead, we focus on the turbulent 
structure near the lead and make comparisons with similar 
observations. 

Resolution in the lead simulations was reduced so that the 

model domain could be increased, thereby permitting longer 
simulations. Reduced resolution decreases the accuracy of 
the resolved eddy structure near the upper boundary adjacent 
to the ice slab, which may cause a problem in comparing our 
results with turbulence observations taken beneath the ice 

during LEADEX. These measurements were typically taken 
at •-4 m below the ice, which is only •-3 grid points in the lead 
simulations. However, for the heat and salinity flux, most of 
the vertical transport is achieved through eddies that scale 
with the mixed layer depth (-32 m), so that subgrid fluxes are 
still small in comparison with the resolved eddy fluxes (this is 
shown in our analysis). Nevertheless, details of the turbulent 
structure adjacent to the ice are necessarily lacking because 
the flow is dominated by shear and the vertical eddy structure 
is limited by the grid resolution. 

Two methods were considered for simulating ice motion. 
In the first method, motion was modeled by holding the lead 
position constant a(the center of the model domain and 
imposing a constant advective velocity for the entire water 
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Table 2. Experimental Parameters 

Experiment Ice Velocity Ice Thickness h 

No-lead Simulations Uic e = 0.0, 0.03, 0.09, 0.12 m s -1 1 m 

Uic e = 0.0, 0.03, 0.09 m s -1 150-m lead simulations pack, 1 m; lead, 0.08 m 

column [e.g., Kantha, 1995]. The second method held the 
model domain at a constant position and moved the surface 
ice field [e.g., Smith and Morison, 1998]. Both cases are fun- 
damentally the same because of the periodic boundaries (we 
are essentially performing a Galilean transformation). How- 
ever, in the first method, changing the average water velocity 
generates increased numerical smoothing that is inherent 
with the flux conserving finite difference methods used to 
advect scalar quantities. Moving the water also poses a more 
stringent criterion on the maximum advective time step 
because the background water velocity is the speed of the ice 
rather than zero. To avoid these problems, we chose to move 
the ice and initialize the water velocity at zero. 

Lead cases were initialized after a 1 O-hour spin up period 
by reducing the ice thickness over a rectangular region cen- 
tered on the x axis and extending in the y direction across the 
domain with constant width of 150 m. Simulations were per- 
formed for 2 hours after lead initialization, which is about the 
time it takes for the fastest-moving lead case (0.09 m s -1) to 
advance across the x axis periodic boundary, reenter the 
domain on the opposite side, and move back to about the cen- 
ter of the domain. 

Results from the Surface Heat Budget of the Arctic Ocean 
(SHEBA) experiment suggest that the ocean boundary layer 
and ice move as essentially one unit, rotating with an inertial 
frequency in response to wind forcing (M. McPhee, personal 
communication, 1999). Because of this observation, we 
chose an inertial reference frame for the simulations as was 

done by Skyllingstad et al. [2000]. In this reference frame, 
the vertical component of the Coriolis term is set to zero, 
avoiding the inertial rotation of the ice and mean current 
structure. 

4. Results 

A series of seven experiments were performed as outlined 
in Table 2. A range of ice velocities were considered, with 
maximum values chosen to match observed ice velocities 

during selected cases from LEADEX. We begin our analysis 
with an overview of the turbulence structure beneath pack ice 
without leads. 

4.1. No-Lead Simulations: Turbulence Structure, 
Transport, and Energetics 

The first set of simulations represent conditions that might 
be expected in regions of uniform first-year ice coverage 
without leads and with minimal dynamic effects such as 
ridges and keels. Under these conditions, mixing in the upper 
water column is generated mostly by ice bottom roughness 
and convection forced by salinity flux as new ice freezes on 
the bottom of the ice pack. Although the upper ocean fluxes 
of heat and salinity without leads are relatively small, a large 
portion of the Arctic ocean has these conditions as an upper 

boundary during the winter months. Thus turbulent fluxes 
produced under pack ice are an important part of the overall 
Arctic ocean salinity and heat budget. 

The salinity structure near the top of the OBL is shown in 
Figure 3 for each of the pack ice velocity scenarios (Table 2) 
after 12 hours. The ice growth was nearly constant for each 
case at -0.0037 m per day from direct freezing and -0.001 m 
per day from frazil ice deposition. As new ice forms beneath 
stationary sea ice (Figure 3a), rejected brine provides the pri- 
mary forcing for turbulence. Under the ice, convective cells 
are produced with scales (-50 to 75 m) that are about twice 
the mixed layer depth. Coherent structures (as shown by ani- 
mations) appear as narrow downwelling plumes surrounded 
by broad regions of upwelling, consistent with previous stud- 
ies of planetary boundary layer convection [Moeng, 1984; 
Mason, 1989]. With ice motion, the cellular coherent patterns 
quickly form into streaky structures that are aligned in the 
direction of the ice motion (Figures 3b-3c), much like the 
coherent turbulent structure in the atmospheric boundary 
layer [see Moeng and Sullivan, 1994]. Scale and separation 
between streaks appear to increase slightly with increasing 
ice velocity. 

Vertical cross sections from cases with Uice = 0.0 m s-1 and 
0.12 m s -1 in Figure 4 show the effect that ice motion has on 
the transport of salt from the ice base to the upper halocline. 
When Uice = 0.0 m s -1, plumes transport salt downward with 
weak lateral mixing (e.g., x = -80 m). Setting the ice velocity 
to 0.12 m s -1 disrupts the coherence of the salt plumes and 
generates more concentrated bursts that mix downward in 
response to local regions of momentum flux from the ice. 
Plumes actively transport horizontal momentum created by 
the motion of the surface ice field as shown by the relatively 
strong positive zonal velocity perturbation in the plume at x = 
-10 m. These plumes of enhanced momentum cause 
increased mixing of halocline water near the mixed layer 
base, for example, as demonstrated by the detrainment of 
saltier water at x = -130, z = 30. The correspondence of high 
salinity with high momentum flux in the streaks when Uic e = 
0.12 m s -1 is consistent with atmospheric results from Moeng 
and Sullivan [1994] and Khanna and Brasseur [1998], who 
indicate that boundary streaks are regions of high momentum 
and scalar flux. Overall, the average salinity in Figures 3 and 
4 increases slightly when going from Uice = 0.0 m s -1 to Uice 

1 
= 0.12 ms-. Analysis of the turbulent fluxes (presented 
below) indicates that entrainment at the mixed layer base 
causes this increase. 

Because of the role convection may have in controlling salt 
and heat flux at the base of the Arctic ocean boundary layer, 
we are particularly interested in the vertical penetration of 
eddies produced at the ice-water interface. One measure of 
eddy strength is the magnitude of the horizontally averaged 
eddy salt and heat fluxes, w'S', w'T', which are key terms in 
the budgets of the horizontally averaged heat and salt: 
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Figure 3. Salinity (psu) at a depth of 4.1 m after 12 hours for ice velocities of (a) 0.0, (b) 0.03, (c) 
0.09, and (d) 0.12 m s -1. 

•---• = - O•-(z w'S' + Kn••) + •s •}t 

0__• = 0 'T----; • igt - •zz TM + Kh •) + •r. (18) 

Primes in these equations denote perturbations about the 
horizontal mean and represent the turbulent eddies, whereas 
overbars denote horizontal averages or mean profile values. 
Eddy salt and heat fluxes for the four ice velocities are 
presented in Figure 5. Also shown are the subgrid scale heat 
flux, demonstrating that the resolved eddy fluxes are 
dominant except for very near the surface and in the upper 
pycnocline at the mixed layer base. Throughout most of the 

boundary layer, the salt fluxes for each case have similar 
profiles with a peak downward flux just below the ice at -2.5 
m. Near the bottom of the boundary layer, the Uic e = 0.12 m 
s -1 salt flux increases more rapidly so that the upward flux at 
-30 m is -50% higher than the stationary case, indicating 
greater entrainment of halocline water. This result is 
consistent with the high momentum pulses noted in Figure 
4b, which sweep halocline water upward into the mixed 
layer. With ice motion, turbulence at the mixed layer base is 
generated via increased mean current shear. Stronger 
turbulence produces a greater local flux as saltier halocline 
water is transported upward. When the ice is stationary, 
convective cells transport salt directly to the mixed layer 
base; however, this generates less mixing of water from the 
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m. Vectors are plotted for every other grid point. 

upper halocline in comparison with shear-generated 
turbulence. Plots of the turbulent heat flux also demonstrate 

the effect of shear-induced entrainment, although in the case 
of heat, the flux divergence is reversed from the salt flux 
because the ice heat flux is positive. 

The evolution of turbulence can be quantified through the 
budget equation for horizontally averaged turbulence kinetic 
energy, 

•---• -' --11 i 113 •X-X3 113' g•o q- {tl"ill"3) OXj 
I II III 

where 

OX 3 ' " 3 +/'t '3P) 
IV 

(19) 

., /Ou i 
ill j,) ---- -gmL•x j q- a.x;i, J 

and primed quantities again denote the resolved eddy field or 
departure from the horizontal mean, E = (1/2pu'i2). Terms 
in the E budget equation are referred to as (I) shear 
production, (II) buoyant production, (III) dissipation, and 
(IV) total vertical transport by resolved eddies, subgrid 
turbulence, and pressure, respectively. Plots of the dominant 
terms in are shown in Figure 6 for the four ice velocity cases 
presented above. With stationary ice, E is produced mainly 
by buoyancy as saline plumes accelerate away from the ice. 
Interestingly, frazil formation just below the pack ice causes a 
negative buoyancy term because of stratification produced by 
the lower-density frazil. A portion of the turbulence produced 
near the ice bottom is transported downward by pressure and 
advective transport, so that dissipation rates -5 m beneath the 
ice are somewhat smaller than the buoyancy term. At the 
mixed layer base, the transported E performs work against 
the stable stratification of the halocline, as shown by the 
negative buoyancy production term. Dissipation rates are 
very uniform with depth showing that the transport and 
buoyancy terms tend to counteract each other. 
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Figure 5. Horizontally averaged (a) salinity flux and (b) heat 
flux from under-ice simulations with ice velocities of 0.0, 
0.06, and 0.12 m s -1. 

Ice motion causes significant changes from the stationary 
E budget, particularly in the upper section of the profile. Cur- 
rent shear generated by the ice creates a shear production 
term that has two main effects near the ice base. First, the dis- 
sipation rate increases so that a large portion of the shear pro- 
duction term is immediately canceled through the subgrid 
model. The second major effect of the shear is to decrease the 
relative importance of the buoyancy and advective terms near 
the surface. Deeper in the water column, however, shear pro- 
duction and the transport of E begin to have a dominant role 
as ice velocity is increased. When Uic e = 0.12 m s -1, both the 
transport and shear production cause significant entrainment 

at the mixed layer base as shown by the increased buoyancy 
term at 30-35 m in Figure 6d. 

4.2. Comparison With LEADEX Data: No Lead. 

Measurements of turbulence parameters during LEADEX 
provide a unique data set for testing the LES model in simu- 
lating under-ice turbulence. Under-ice measurements can be 
acquired with less difficulty in comparison with open-water 
measurements because of the relatively stable platform pro- 
vided by the ice sheet. Time series comparisons are made by 
using five model profiles that are moving with the ice sheet 
velocity, representing stations anchored to the ice surface. 
Initial positions of the model profiles were taken from a depth 
of-2.6 m at the x = 1.5 m boundary and for five y positions 
ranging every 22.5 m starting at y = 1.5 m. Because the flow 
is turbulent, we cannot expect to duplicate the exact condi- 
tions that were encountered during LEADEX, but we can 
make qualitative comparisons and establish if the LES model 
reproduces statistical variability consistent with observed tur- 
bulence. 

Time series plots of the perturbation temperature, salinity, 
zonal velocity, vertical velocity, eddy heat, and eddy salt 
fluxes from a 1-hour period on LEADEX day 85.122 (Run- 
way experiment, MS) are shown in Figure 7 along with simu- 
lation results from hour 12 at y = 24 m. Perturbations in these 
plots are calculated by subtracting a linear trend from each 
time series (this is denoted by the circumflex in the figure) 
and are therefore slightly different from the perturbation 
quantities calculated by subtracting the horizontal mean. 
Model results are taken from the Uic e = 0.12 m s -1 case, 
which is very close to the observed ice velocity of 0.118 m s- 
1. Because the observations were made at night (around mid- 
night, local time), we assume that surface forcing was similar 
to the idealized simulation values, although daytime solar 
heating and a diurnal cycle in the mixed layer fluxes may 
have produced a lagged signal in the temperature (see MS for 
details). The largest qualitative differences between the 
observations and model results are, for the most part, related 
to the smoother model time series. Model time series are ill- 

tered by the combination of a 4-s model time step, versus 
1.5 s for the observations, and temporal averaging of the 
third-order Adams-Bashforth time-differencing scheme. The 
LES model fields are also filtered by the subgrid scale param- 
eterization so that the smallest resolved eddies (~2Ax) have 
very little energy. In effect, the LES model cannot accurately 
simulate turbulence with length scales much smaller than 
4Ax. 

Plots of the eddy fluxes also show the effects of smoothing, 
with measured data having more pronounced peaks in the 
fluxes. On average, however, modeled fluxes are within -20% 
of the observations, mostly because the large-scale eddies are 
responsible for the bulk of the scalar transport. Some of this 
agreement is based on our choice of the frazil ice crystal size, 
which was selected to yield a heat flux match with the no- 
lead, Runway experiment data, thus fitting the model to the 
observations. Many factors could explain the differences 
between the model and observations, but overall the qualita- 
tive comparison is encouraging, especially given that our 
forcing is only an approximation of the actual data. 

A more quantitative comparison of the model and observa- 
tions can be made by using ensemble-averaged spectra. We 
computed the ensemble-averaged, observed spectral energy, 
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Figure 6. Vertical profiles of the horizontally averaged turbulence kinetic energy budget terms of 
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S(j), where f = 2re/T, and T is the period, using data from five 
individual hours ranging over day 85.122 to 85.289 of 
LEADEX, taken from the "Runway" experiment (Figure 8). 
The five time periods were selected on the basis of the condi- 
tion that the net salt flux was negative, indicating freezing 
conditions at the ice base. Average ice velocities during the 
time of these measurements were between 0.115 and 0.13 m 

s -1. Averages from the model were created by using the five 
time series described above. Model spectra are limited by the 
grid resolution to a maximum frequency (1/2 the Nyquist fre- 
quency) e ual to rcU/2Ax, where U = Uic e- u(z-- 3.4 m)= 
-0.08 m s -ct is the ice relative average horizontal velocity at z 
= 2.6-m depth. As Figure 8 shows, the model compares 
favorably with the low-frequency flow features and is able to 
duplicate the-1 spectral behavior that is evident in the mea- 
sured data. The presence of a-1 spectral region in the mea- 

sured and model data is consistent with observations of wall- 

bounded flow reported by Katul and Parlange [1995]. Kader 
and Yaglom [1991] refer to this range of frequencies (or 
wavenumbers) as the "production range," where energy is 
injected into the turbulence field from the mean shear. 

At higher frequencies, the observed spectra follow a -5/3 
power law indicating an inertial subrange that extends to the 
instrument resolution. Turbulence energy at these frequencies 
is gained or lost primarily through interactions with other tur- 
bulent eddies, with little injection of energy from the mean 
flow. Simulated Sww(J) and Sss(f) have a more limited -5/3 
region in comparison with the data because of the model res- 
olution but are in good agreement at the resolved frequency. 
The agreement between the model and observed spectra to 
just beyond the observed transition between the -1 and -5/3 
regions indicates that the model resolution is likely sufficient 
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Figure 7. Time series of (a) observed and (b) modeled perturbation temperature, perturbation salinity, 
perturbation zonal velocity, vertical velocity, heat flux, and salt flux. Observations are taken starting at 
day 85.122 of LEADEX from a depth of 3.0 m below the ice. Model results are from y= 24 m 
between hours 11 and 12 at a depth of 2.625 m. The average observed heat and salinity fluxes are 2.81 
x 10 -7 K m -2 (1.14 W m -2) and -1.63 x 10 -6 psu m s -], where the average modeled heat and salinity 
fluxes are 2.0 x 10 -7 K m -2 (0.8 W m -2) and -1.11 x 10 -6 psu ms-] (from five time series adjusted to 3- 
m depth). 

for the current application. Further confidence is provided by 
the spatial spectra, taken as the x axis ensemble average of 
the y axis spectra, which indicate a broader -5/3 region in the 
model spectra. 

4.3. Lead Simulations: Turbulence Structure, Transport, 
and Energetics 

The lead experiments focus on three different ice velocity 
cases, each having identical forcing as the no-lead cases but 
with different surface ice velocities as shown in Table 1. Lead 

simulations are performed by initializing the flow fields as in 
the uniform ice simulations discussed above and then at hour 

10 opening a 150-m-wide lead extending across the y direc- 

tion, centered on the x axis (see the Uice = 0.0 case in Figure 9 
for the approximate initial location). We chose this initializa- 
tion procedure so that turbulence in the boundary layer would 
be fully developed, simulating upper ocean conditions after a 
sustained period under uniformly rough ice before encounter- 
ing the lead. Initial ice thickness of the lead was set to 0.08 
m, which yielded a nearly constant ice growth rate of-0.028 
rn/d over the lead during the 2-hour simulation period. 

Horizontal cross-section plots of the salinity for the lead 
cases are shown in Figure 9 from a depth of 3.8 m at hour 12 
or 2 hours after initializing the lead. As in the no-lead cases, 
ice motion has a profound effect on the strength and organi- 
zation of turbulence in the boundary layer. When ice is sta- 
tionary, plumes are produced at the lead edge that quickly 
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remove the more saline water produced during freezing at the 
lead surface and transport it to the mixed layer base. The 
structure of turbulence in this case is almost completely 
determined by the lead cooling rate and lead width, with con- 
vective plumes acting as a conduit for the vertical transport of 
salt and heat. Because the lead is considerably wider than the 
mixed layer depth, the pattern of convection is dominated by 

two regions of downward motion, rather than a single plume 
centered on the lead axis. This is shown more clearly in a ver- 
tical cross-section plot (Figure 10a), where two regions of 
strong vertical motion are indicated -50 m apart in the center 
of the lead. 

Ice motion breaks the symmetry of the lead convective cir- 
culation by disconnecting the surface forcing from the rest of 
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Figure 8. Time series spectra of (a) w and (b) S from LEADEX observations on day 85.122 (black) 
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subrange and production range of turbulence and, in Figure 8a, the model x axis ensemble averaged y 
axis spectra calculated from hour 12 (labeled "spatial transform"). 
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Figure 9. Salinity (psu) at a depth of 3.8 m below the pack ice after 12 hours for ice velocities of (a) 
0.0 m s -], (b) 0.03 m s -], and (c) 0.09 m s -1 and an initial lead width of 150 m. These plots are 2 hours 
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in Figure 9a, and advects through the right-hand side periodic boundary, reappearing on the leviathan 
side and advecting back to almost the middle of the domain, centered at x = -288 m. 

the lead circulation as shown in Figures 9b-9c and 10b. This 
tends to smooth the effects of lead convection by separating 
convective elements from the surface forcing and by intro- 
ducing a diffusive turbulent flux from ice roughness and 
shear production. The importance of under-ice shear produc- 
tion is made clear by the coherent structure of turbulence 
within the lead circulation, which is set mostly by streaks that 
are present under the pack ice. These vortices are enhanced at 
the lead by increased salinity flux but in general remain 
coherent as the lead passes overhead. As Figure 10b shows, 

the enhanced salinity flux at the lead causes a gradual deep- 
ening of the saline plumes downstream from the lead. With 
each plume is a tendency for positive momentum transport as 
shown by the vector orientation within the plumes. Thus the 
plumes act to transport mean momentum generated by the ice 
motion downward into the mixed layer. 

Visual inspection of the cross sections shown in Figures 9 
and 10 suggests that the vertical salt and heat fluxes beneath 
leads are greatly affected by increasing ice motion. This is 
verified by plotting the average salt and heat flux for each 
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case at hour 12 (Figure 11). In these cases, increasing ice 
motion forces weaker turbulent heat flux but stronger entrain- 
ment at the mixing layer base as indicated by the salinity flux. 
The depth of the maximum heat flux increases with decreas- 
ing ice velocity because individual plumes are able to extend 
deeper into the boundary layer with less current shear. All of 
the flux profiles with leads had maxima that were deeper than 
the no-lead simulations. Plots of the E budget profiles (not 
presented) are similar to plots for the pack ice simulations 
shown in Figure 7 but with a stronger buoyancy term because 
of the increased surface salt flux at the lead. 

The relative importance of turbulence generated by ice 
motion versus buoyancy forcing can be estimated by using 
the ratio of the mixed layer depth and Monin-Obukhov length 
scale defined as 

L o g d ( w' O ' ) lead = , (20) 
p(UtW t) ice 

where d = 32 m is the mixed layer depth and the buoyancy 
and momentum fluxes are estimates over the lead region or 

pack ice region, respectively. Similar nondimensional 
numbers are given by Morison et al. [1992] and Kantha 
[1995]. Values for L o range from-1 for Uic e = 0.09 m s -1, 
indicating a mixed forced and free convection regime, to -15 
for Uice = 0.03 m s -1, implying a free convective scenario. 
These values are consistent with those reported by Morison 
and McPhee [1998] for leads 3 and 4 of LEADEX, which 
had ice velocities of-0.09 and -0.03 m s -1, respectively. 

4.4. Comparison With LEADEX Data From Lead 3 

Comparison between LEADEX observations and the 
model were made by using data from lead 3 taken between 
day 98.427 and 98.594 at a depth of 4.3 m. At the time of the 
observations, lead 3 was --1 km wide, covered with -8 cm of 
ice, and had an ice motion of 0.092 m s -1. Time series plots 
are presented in Figure 12 comparing the observed turbu- 
lence characteristics with the model output from the Uice = 
0.09 rn s -I case. These time series were taken from the down- 
stream lead edge at y = 46.5 m and at a model depth of 3.8 m, 
using the same x positions as the no-lead case. As in the no- 
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lead case, smoothing in the model causes the greatest qualita- 
tive difference between the simulation and measurements. 

Nonetheless, the model duplicates the general pattern of 
strong downward moving saline plumes as shown in the 
LEADEX data. The effect of the lead in these time series is 

most notable by the much larger temperature and salinity per- 
turbations in comparison with the no-lead case (Figure 7; 
note the change in axis scales). We also note that perturba- 
tions tend to have longer timescales in the lead case, suggest- 
ing more coherent plumes of downward moving saline water. 
There is an indication of ramp-like structures in the time 
series, with salinity increasing relatively slowly before drop- 
ping rapidly as plumes pass the measurement site. They 

resemble similar structures observed in the atmosphere and 
OBL, as was noted by Thorpe [1985]. 

Overall, the range of simulated salinity is relatively close 
to the observations, although temperature variations appear to 
be greater in the LEADEX data. Heat and salinity flux values 
show good agreement; however, as Figure 11 shows, vertical 
turbulent flux gradients vary rapidly near the ice bottom. 
Thus relatively minor vertical averaging could lead to signifi- 
cant changes in the heat and salinity flux estimates. Plots of 
the ensemble averaged spectra taken from the five time series 
cases (Figure 13) also show reasonable correspondence, 
although the agreement is not a good as the higher-resolution 
no-lead case (Figure 8). Nevertheless, the spatial spectra still 
show a region of-5/3 drop-off indicating that the model is 
simulating a portion of the inertial subrange. The vertical 
velocity spectra are again in better agreement than the salin- 
ity spectra, which shows a "flatter" profile at large scales in 
comparison with the observations. 

The relatively good agreement between the simulated and 
observed time series and fluxes is somewhat surprising given 
the much greater lead width for lead 3 versus the model 
(•-1000 m versus 150 m). This can be explained by consider- 
ing the relatively shallow time series depth relative to the 
boundary layer changes brought on by the lead surface fluxes. 
As water passes under the lead, it develops an internal bound- 
ary layer forced by the lead surface fluxes. In the time it takes 
the lead to traverse 150 m, this boundary layer grows to 
almost the halocline depth at 32 m. Thus the lead internal 
boundary layer has almost reached the preexisting OBL 
depth by the time the data are collected. This growth is con- 
sistent with Morison and McPhee [ 1998], who used an auton- 
omous underwater vehicle to examine the horizontal 

turbulent structure beneath lead 3 at 15-m depth, They found 
that fluxes were relatively uniform across the lead, indicating 
that the lead-induced boundary layer rapidly reached an equi- 
librium downstream from the lead edge. 

5. Frazil Ice Effects 

Although most of the heat lost through the ice goes toward 
new ice growth at the ice base, a significant fraction of the 
heat loss acts to cool the ocean just beneath the ice. During 
LEADEX, the boundary layer temperature structure was typ- 
ically very near freezing so that heat flux from the water to 
the ice produced supercooling and formation of frazil ice. 
Using optical techniques, Pegau et al. [1996] observed that 
most of the frazil ice formed by surface cooling was confined 
to the upper 2-3 m of the water column. This was also true in 
our simulations, as is shown by a plot of the y axis averaged 
frazil ice for the 1 Uic e = 0.09 m s- lead case (Figure 14). Mod- 
eled concentrations are similar to the observations (-0.05 kg 
m -3) with the highest concentrations located just beneath the 
surface and a strong reduction in concentration below -5 m. 
Observations of the frazil vertical structure show a sharp cut- 
off of measurable concentrations between 3- and 4- m depth, 
whereas in the model, the concentration drops off more 
smoothly. The frazil model used in the LES only considered a 
single crystal size and did not simulate the effects of crystal 
growth. The lack of these processes, along with the coarse 
grid resolution, could have contributed to the relatively larger 
concentration in the simulated frazil ice and the greater depth 
of frazil transport (crystals would have grown and moved 
upward because of buoyancy). Nevertheless, the simple 
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Figure 12. Time series of (a) observed and (b) modeled perturbation temperature, salinity, zonal 
velocity, vertical velocity, heat flux, and salt flux. Observations are taken from 4.3 m below the ice 
starting at day 98.51 of LEADEX. Model results are taken between hours 11 and 12 from a depth of 
3.8 m on the downstream lead edge at y = 46.5 m. The mean observed heat and salinity fluxes are 3.54 
x 10 -6 øC m -2 (-14 W m -2) and -1.54 x 10 -5 psu m s -], whereas the mean modeled heat and salinity 
fluxes are -2.5 x 10 -6 øC m -2 (-10 W m -2) and - -1.2 x 10 -5 psu m s -] (based on five time series 
adjusted to 4.3 m). 

model employed here produced good results for the short pressure effect on freezing point). Melting cools the water 
time period simulations. column; however, this is offset by turbulent heat transport so 

Without frazil ice, the heat budget of the ice-covered that the local temperature change is minor. Frazil concentra- 
boundary layer is incomplete. This is clearly shown by com- tion falls to near zero below -10 m, and temperature changes 
paring the boundary layer turbulent heat budget with the fra- in the lower half of the boundary layer are dominated by 
zil source term from as presented in Figure 15. Heat flux cooling from turbulent transport. Continuous cooling of the 
from the ocean into the -0.08-m-thick ice over the lead is -35 middepth boundary layer by frazil melting would eventually 
W m -2 in the simulation. Most of this flux is removed via fra- cause the local temperature to decrease to the freezing point. 
zil production in the upper 5 m of the water column as shown However, during LEADEX, daytime solar radiation heated 
by the significant heating generated by frazil production. A the water below the lead with a flux of up to -100 W m -2, 
large portion of the frazil ice rises to the ice bottom and is compensating for the nighttime cooling from frazil ice melt- 
incorporated into the ice sheet, effectively decreasing the heat ing. 
flux out of the upper ocean. Below -5-m depth, frazil trans- We note that a similar vertical heating profile is produced 
ported downward by turbulence starts to melt as the seawater by frazil ice in the pack ice simulations discussed in section 1 
temperature rises slightly above freezing (because of the (not shown). However, in cases with 1-m-thick pack ice, the 
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tor of 0.01). Because the frequency spectra are taken from the lead circulation, they have more energy 
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ocean cooling rates are much smaller, so that frazil concen- 
trations are very small. In addition, most of the frazil ice is 
deposited on the base of the pack ice before it can be trans- 
ported to significant depths and melted. Frazil ice in these 
cases is, in effect, equivalent to an increase in the pack ice 
freezing rate, which causes less ocean cooling and a greater 
under-ice salt flux. 

A plot of the turbulent heat flux, w'T', averaged along the 
y axis provides a clearer view of the local effect of the lead 

(Figure 16). Beneath the lead, heat flux is relatively small, as 
most of the surface heat loss goes toward frazil ice formation. 
As the frazil ice melts and plume velocities increase down- 
stream from the lead, the turbulent heat flux increases to a 
maximum -25-50 m downstream from the lead edge. The 
local maximum in heat flux decreases to near background 
values -200 m downstream from the lead. 

The vertical profile of heat flux in Figure 16 at the down- 
stream lead edge is consistent with LEADEX measurements, 
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showing an increase from ~6 W m -2 at 4-m depth to ~30 W 
m -2 at 10-m depth reported in MS. Without frazil ice, it is dif- 
ficult to explain how heat flux would increase with depth 
below the lead at night. Typical boundary layer 'heat flux pro- 
files for a cooled convective boundary layer show a maxi- 
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Figure 15. Total heating rate for Uice = 0.09 m s -I lead simu- 
lation along with turbulent flux and frazil heating rates 
averaged between hours 10 and 12. Note that most of the fra- 
zil heating above ~ 4 m is accounted for by deposition of 
frazil ice on the bottom of the surface ice slab. 

mum in turbulent heat flux just below the surface and a near- 
linear decrease in heat flux with depth [see Skyllingstad and 
Denbo, 1995]. One alternative explanation for the heat flux 
maximum might be the entrainment of relatively warm water 
from the pycnocline (since water temperature increases with 
increasing depth). This is evident in Figure 16, as is shown by 
the higher heat flux at ~30 m. However, fluxes related to 
entrainment cover a smaller region and are physically sepa- 
rate from the maximum heat flux in the middle of the bound- 

ary layer downstream from the lead. Because most of the 
downward shift in heat flux is due to frazil ice effects, we 
believe the role of frazil ice may be critical in determining the 
polar ocean heat budget, especially under leads. 

6. Conclusions 

A large-eddy simulation of turbulence under freezing sea 
ice and leads was performed for a range of ice velocities and 
compared with observed turbulence parameters. Stationary 
ice without leads produced turbulent structures that exhibited 
a cellular pattern similar to atmospheric boundary layer con- 
vection noted in previous LES studies. Ice motion caused this 
pattern to break down rapidly, with ice velocities as low as 
0.03 m s -] promoting the formation of streak-like structures 
aligned with the ice motion. With increasing ice velocity, the 
horizontal separation between the streaks grew, and they 
became less distinct because of more vigorous small-scale 
turbulence. Analysis of the heat and salinity fluxes showed 
that slow-moving ice caused a decrease in the relative 
strength of the heat flux just under the ice relative to station- 
ary ice, but with faster velocity, the flux again increased. 
Entrainment at the mixed layer base also increased in 
response to shear generated by more boundary layer momen- 
tum. Analysis of the TKE budget for each case demonstrated 
how shear production from strong ice velocities over- 
whelmed entrainment from negatively buoyant plumes in the 
stationary case. 

Opening of leads caused significant changes in the turbu- 
lent structure of the mixed layer, particularly when ice veloc- 
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Figure 16. Cross section of turbulent heat flux ( pCvw'T' ) from the Uic e = 0.09 lead case at hour 7. 
The heat flux is averaged along the y axis. Thick line above the graph signifies the approximate loca- 
tion of the lead. 

ity was small. A 150-m lead in stationary ice generated two 
downwelling regions with spacing of-50 m, centered in the 
middle of the lead. Ice motion caused a much different struc- 

ture, with preexisting coherent streak structures defining the 
main plumes of higher-salinity water beneath the lead. Trav- 
eling leads produced a trailing plume of enhanced salinity 
and downward directed velocity that lengthened with increas- 
ing ice velocity. In comparison with the pack ice simulations, 
heat flux peaked at greater depths because of the higher con- 
centration of frazil ice and related heat transport. 

Model time series data taken from a point moving with the 
ice showed good comparison with LEADEX data from under 
pack ice and the edge of a 1-km-wide lead. Qualitative com- 
parison showed that the model was able to duplicate low-fre- 
quency flow features, such as plume structures, with good 
accuracy. Comparison of modeled and measured vertical 
velocity and salinity spectra showed good agreement at low 
frequencies covering a portion of the production range and 
inertial subrange. 

Fluxes were also modeled accurately; however, this good 
agreement was partly a result of the ice crystal size selection 
in the frazil ice model. Nevertheless, the constant frazil ice 
crystal size yielded good results for very different forcing 
scenarios (i.e., under 1-m-thick ice versus 0.08-m lead ice), 
indicating that the model is robust and should be applicable 
over a range of conditions. Transport of heat by frazil ice in 
the boundary layer was found to have a significant role in 
determining the overall flux of heat into the upper ocean. 
Near the ice bottom, most of the heat transferred to the water 
was used to form frazil ice, which was then deposited under 
the ice and mixed downward by turbulence. Melting of the 
transported frazil caused cooling of the upper boundary layer 
water and a corresponding increase in the local turbulent heat 
flux. As a result, turbulent heat flux was found to increase 
with depth and have a maximum at about the middle of the 

boundary layer. In comparison, typical convective boundary 
layers have a maximum turbulent flux just below the cooled 
surface [e.g., Skyllingstad and Denbo, 1995]. A possible con- 
sequence of this result is that accurate measurements of 
under-ice heat flux may require turbulence measurements 
away from the ice bottom to avoid errors associated with 
latent heat contained in transported frazil ice. 

Simulation results imply that the effect of leads on the 
upper ocean heat and salinity budgets may need specialized 
parameterization in models of the polar oceans. For example, 
our results indicate that frazil ice under leads can carry a sig- 
nificant heat flux (i.e., --10-30 W m -2) and needs to be repre- 
sented in the upper ocean heat budget. Most thermodynamic 
sea ice models simply convert all heat into new ice when the 
ocean temperature reaches the freezing point. LEADEX mea- 
surements and our results indicate that a significant fraction 
of the outgoing heat flux can cool the ocean boundary layer 
while ice is forming. We plan to further explore this hypothe- 
sis in future research by using data from the Surface Heat 
Budget in the Arctic (SHEBA) experiment. 
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